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PEP RALLY TONIGHT

IN PAUL SNOW STADIUM-
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September 16, 1982

Jacksonville, Alabama

ilm salutes centennial
By LYNN LePINE

Associate Editor
"A Centennial Salute to Jacksonville State
Diversity," a film documenting this in. ution's past one hundred years, was
ented to Dr. Montgomery and Colonel C.
. Daugette by Dr. and Mrs. Shelt Chastain
Friday at a ceremony in Houston Cole
'brary. The film focused on honoring
er president, Dr. C. W. Daugette who
in 1942 and on the founding and the
olution of the International House
gram.
The film was written, directed and
uced by Dr. Shelt Chastain, a native of
· n, and his wife Elene Sparks
stain, who was born in Gadsden. Both
Chastains attended this institution, then
cksonville state Teachers College, and
ere charter members of the International
use program. Dr. Chastain was president

of the SGA in 1948. After graduation, the two
returned to the campus and were married in
the International House which was at that
time a small brick building located on the
site where the Sparkman Hall now stands .
Dr. Chastain is Associate Professor of
Communications at Northern Illinois
University in DeKalb. Mrs. Chastain
teaches French at Northern Illinois High
School.
Dr. and Mrs. Chastain agreed to take on
the project at Colonel Daugette's suggestion
that they " do something in honor of the
Centennial". Dr. Montgomery agreed, and
work on the project began in 1981.
Said Dr. Chastain, " We worked for a year
on the film . Since we both hold full-time
jobs, we had to do the work in our spare time
and during vacations."
The result of an entire year of resear(See FILM, Page Z)

Dr. Theron Montgomery and Col. C. W.
Daugette accept fllm from Dr. and Mrs.

Sbelt Chastain u Dr. Jobn Stewart tapes the

preaentaUon.

Reentry Students' Association begins first year
Evelyn O'Connor knows first hand how you can come back and think, 'Hey, these
clfflcult it can be for older students to meet kids know everything and I'm this dumb
new.friends on a campus populated mostly thing.' And then you find out you're not so
by 17- to 21-year-olds.
dumb, that if you're a thinking person you
So Mrs. O'Connor, a 52-year-old senior, is really haven't lost anything," she said.
ming something about it. She and her
" Most reentry students feel their way
friends are urging reentry students - those along slowly in the beginning, but that's
~ to college after several years - to
what going back to school is all aboutpm the newly formed Reentry Students' finding yourself. Then, once you've found
Association (RSA) on campmi.
yourself, you say, 'Ho-bo! Just-try-tHtopThe first RSA meeting of the semester will me-nowl' "
be lteld September 23 at Hammond Hall
Mrs. O'Connor entered Cabrillo College in
Gallery at 4:00 p.m.
Aptos, Calif., after a 30 year hiatus. She
"After being out of school even five years, gratuated with an Associate Science degree

in nursing.
Spurred by success, she entered San Jose
State University in 1978 to pursue a degree
in sociology. At age 49, she tra;ns£erred to
the University of Southern California in 1979
and promptly checked into a freshman
dormitory.

"I knocked on the door at my assigned

room and a girl opened the door and said,

'Oh, you must be my new roommate's
mother.' "
"I fol.Dld out right away what it's like
being a minority. One of my children said,
'Mother, these kids are just getting away
from their mothers. H you're in their freshman dorm, they're right back where they
started.' I felt so alone that semester."
Mrs. O'Connor enrolled at Jax State
(See RSA, Page Z)

Bryant dies in auto collision
A JSU freshman who had been cited for
heroism last year died Saturday morning in
what can be called an ironic twist of fate.
Eric Clayton Bryant, 18, saved the life of
another accident victim nearly two years
ago and was awarded the State Department
of Public Safety prestigious Life Saving
Award. But no one could save Bryant when
his car collided with another in Jacksonville. He was first taken to Jacksonville
Hospital and then to Carroway Methodist
Medical Center in Birmingham.
After graduating fr-0m Alexandria High
School in June, Bryant entered JSU as a
political science major this fall.
The accident occurred late Friday when

Bryant's truck and an automobile collided
at the Adelaide Drive intersection on South
Pelham Road (Alabama 21 ). The cause of
the accident is still under investigation.
Bryant received the lifesaving award as a
result of rescuing a Jacksonville woman
whose car had plunged into an Alexandria
a-eek.
Sgt. Thomas G. Cole, the state trooper
who was first to arrive at the scene where
the woman was rescued, recommended
Bryant for the award.
"It's an awful tragedy to lose a young man
like Eric," Cole said. "The type of person
who would risk his life to help someone else
is rare. "

Post notices on bulletin boards

GolDg over the agenda for their upcoming
RSA meeting are, left to right, memben
Vlcke Molan of Annlsto Evelyn O'Conno

of Jacuonvllle, and Shelly Lowery of
Weaver.

Concerns have arisen from the administration over the displaying of
announcements and posters on the walls of campus buildings. Bulletin
boards have been Installed In prominent and convenient locations In the
buildings for use by students. The reason for the sudden concern ts that
paint is being pulled from the walls by the tape on the posters. The administration requests that all posted materials be displayed on the
bull tin boards o the w s.

Page 2

Film---(_Co_n_tin_u_ed__Fr_o_m_P_a_ge_l_)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
during the fall, 1981 semester determined to
acquire new friends. As a result, RSA was
formed last spring.
Mrs. O'Connor had shared her concern
with Dr. Claudia McDade and Dr. Mary
Thomas. The two faculty members - also
members of the JSU Wo_men's
Council joined forces with Mrs. O'Connor and
reentry students were invited to a series of
meetings. At last count, RSA consisted of
25 regular members.
Mrs. O'Connor
predicts it will draw greater attendance this
fall.
Dr. Jerry Smith, registrar, says reentry
students make up an estimated five percent
of the student body or more than 300 persons.
Mrs. O'Connor believes RSA will enable
older students to socialize and plug into their
own network of friends "without putting
themselves off on younger students."
Another goal is to give older students an
opportunity to tap into a campus grapevine.
"We had no communications network like
the yoW1ger students. We had no one to say
to us, 'No, I wouldn't take that course if I
were you.' That's the kind of thing we're
doing and we're getting to know each
other.''
The ·group also serves as a forum for
solving problems p e ~ to older students.
Topics of round-table discussions range
from handling marital conflicts to coping
with children while on a busy college
schedule.
«women going back to school to find
themselves can create tremendous
iroblems in marriages. It can make a man
stop and think
or have to adju.,t his

RSA

thinking. You don't want to talk to 17- or 18year olds about these things, but these are
some of the problems that come up at our
meetings. "
A majority of RSA members are women,
but men are invited. Membership is not
limited to former college dropouts. Mrs.
O'Connor says the term "reentry" applies to
students like herself who did not begin
college immediately after high school.
Mrs. O'Connor believes .RSA members
may soon become a dominant group on
campus.
Vicke Molan, 34, of Anniston, who has two
children ages 10 and 16 is another member
of RSA.
" It's a real culture shock. You get used to
people your own age and then you're thrown
into a bunch of people that are your
children's peers. RSA is a saving grace;
you can find people who feel the way you
do. "
Shelly Lowery, 33, of Weaver, who has
three children ranging from 11 to 14-yearsold, says RSA ''will grow if people realize
it's not a hen party.''
Mrs. O'Connor, who worked as an administrative assistant at a California bank
before starting college, has four children
ranging from 22 to 32-years-old.
She will graduate in December with a B.S.
in sociology and a concentration in gerontology. She plans to enter graduate school
next year.
Like most reentry students, Mrs.
O'Connor is not worried ..about the job
market or life after graduation.
"I know why I'm here. A lot of younger
students don't"

Bob Ford assumes role
as Baptist Canipus Ministe
ByLIZHOWLE
"One of my major thrusts is to develop
students so that they in turn go out and give
their gifts to the campus and reach other
people," says Bob ord.
Bob is the new Baptist Campus Minister
here at Jax State. He began working here
the first day of June getting ready for the
fall semester with its influx of students.
Though he's been here for only a short
time, he has already touched the lives and
hearts of many students. Bob reaches out to
students, making them feel important as he
looks for and seeks to develop their hidden
talents.
"I would like to have a personal
relationship with the students on campus. I
don't simply want to be an administrator or
an executive figure. I'd like to be available
to be a friend, or counselor, or whatever my
training allows or my just being a person
allows."
Being a minister, Bob sees as one of his
main responsibilities teaching others to be
ministers.
"I'd like to serve not only as a role model,
lxlt as a facilitator to guide others in the
di.~etion of bei..,g mi.,isters to others," says
Bob.
Involvement in campus happenings as
much as time permits is included in Bob's
plans. He will be available if he is requested
to help and plan to let people know individually that he is.
"We certainly want to be a high visibility
service organization on campus getting in

t

(Continued From Page l)

ching, taping and interviewing is an
historically accurate and yet humorous and
touching portrait of the century that has led
to what is now Jacksonville State University. The film features a combination of
taped interviews in which people remember
the key figures and events of times past,
vintage black and white stills, and early
footage of events both local and of international importance. The entire film is
set to the music that reflects each time
period.
The film 's central focus is the International House program. The program's
history is traced from 1945, when Dr. James
H. Jones hit upon a plan to "promote ef,
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fective language learning and intercultural
understanding," to 1981, when those
students who were a part of the program
under Dr. and Mrs. Jones held a reunion
here at JSU.
To date, the International House program
boasts over 600 past foreign members from
65 free countries around the world.
The film was shown Friday and the
presentation made following a luncheon
hosted by Dr. John Stewart, chairman of the
Centennial Committee, as a part of the
Centennial Celebration. Among the notables
present at the ceremony were Dr. and Mrs.
John H. Jones, founders of the International
House program, Col. and Mrs. C.W.

Daugette, Dr. and Mrs. W. J. Calvert Jr.,
presidents emeriti, Dr. and Mrs. Houston
Cole and Dr. and Mrs. Ernest Stone. Many
friends and relatives of those closely
associated with JSU's past attended the
presentation, including Mrs. Manilla
Sparks, mother of Elene Sparks Chastain.
Mrs. Sparks was a student at this Institution
in 1922 when it was State Normal School.
"Having seen the International House,"
said Dr. Montgomery following the
presentation ceremony, "when it was the
little house built in the forties, and then the
evolution and the devotion of the people who
have participated, it's like the continuation
of an evergrowing family."

Bob Ford

wherever we are needed and wherever ,
can be d help," adds Bob.
Bob does have hopes of building a stra

commuter outreach program "to rea
~ose students not on campus during ti
evening.'' A commuter lWlch will be u
derway soon. At the luncheons students a
eat, fellowship, and learn more about ti
ministries included in the BCM progr8Ill

When asked what problems he sees Dll
occur, Bob said he only faces those whi1
come with any new job.

"There will be different ways of doil
things from which I'm used to. It will tal
time for me to adjust to the way things a
done here. There will always be soo
resistance to change where we must wa
out a common ground of understanding.

Getting to know all the people will I
another of those problems. It will take tbi
getting to know who is responsible for wb
and who to talk to about what."

Upon the close of his interview, B<
wanted to include a welcome to all ti
students and an invitation to come visit bi
anytime.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1

SEPTEMBER 1982 JSU CALENDAR OF EVENTS
.

SAT

SUN MON TUES WED THURS FRI
16

Vote : SGA sen.
KAY disco party
Mov ie : Some K ind of
Hero
Pep rally at stadium
ACM 7 : 30 p .m .
Car-stuffing contest at
stad ium
Marvin Shaw
Class photos ACM meets

Faculty members and student organizat_ions with ev~nts opeo to the univers ity at
large should phone the Un iversity News Bureau, ext. 468, by the last Monday of
each month in order to have events listed on the upcoming month's calendar .

20

19
Ballerlna CIIISS
SGA meeting
Student recitals
G.O.P .H.E .R.
Marv in Shaw

Marvin Shaw

begin

27

26

Ballerina CIIISS
SGA meeting
Volleyball : JSU
Huntington
Student recital
G.O.P .H.E .R.

.

vs .

22

21
Bible study
Mccluer Chapel
Volleyball : JSU vs. UTC
Math Club meets
Marvin Shaw

28
Bible study Mccluer
Chapel

Movie : Looker
Marvin Shaw

30

29
WLJS birthday
" Blitz"
Movie : Damn Yankees

Omicron Delta Kappe
7: 30 a .m .
Class photos
Marvin Shaw

23·

Bible study Mccluer
Chapel
Last day to drop without
academic pen.
Movie : MASH
Writer's Club
Marvin Shaw

Nominations :
favorites
Movie : Arthur

class

18

17

Football : JSU vs . Ala .
A&M
Square dance
Marvin Shaw

25

24
Marvin Shaw

JSU
Football :
Liberty Baptist

vs .

I

I
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Chiepalich returns to math dept.

'Poo-Nanny'
1111 year's fJnt SGA-1ponsored concert
leatmed the Blrmfngbam - based dance
1111d "Poo-Nanny." The 15-y ar old group

Analysis

rocked an enth111la1tlc crowd In the JSU
Amphitheater Tuesday, Sept. 7.

''To whom shall we go.

can be in and out in less than
fifteen minutes.
Gary Smith, manager of
this dealership, explains that
most new books are sold at
five cents less than the
publisher's suggested list
price, and that the price r'
used books depei:ida on }! ,v
many times the boob • . ,e
been bought back. Qi,- Jitlon
ol the text la not a. major
factor in computing price.
Despite its advantages,
most students seem to feel
that prices are higher at the
on-aunpus store, and this
does seem to be true,
especially where class
~plies are concerned. It
should be noted that the
majority of books on shelf in
this store are new boob,
however this would often
make it seem that prices are
weater when, in fact, two
unaimllar products are being
comparecHlew and Uled.
Boozer Drug, tbe aeand
dealer, really should have
the lowest prices due to the
fact that boob and supplies
are not their mainstay. 'Ibis
does not prove to be 10.
Boozer was actually lower on
only two items in this survey.
and most importantly, was
a>ld out of Olree of them.
Indeed, the biggest strike
tbe needed books at a glance. against this dealer WU the
Anmnber of check-om lines fact that their supply aphelp t.o speed up the chore of pears extremely llmlted.
pur~ texts, and in Store layout tends to be
almost every case a student Wlnecessarily confuaq, and
Dan

a sign indicating English

ERB

Olaucer's major poetry
100 sheets eraaeable bond typing paper+
DI sheets college ruled ftller paper

Onnpia
12.IIO

11.96+
11.96+
•13.95
17.95

uo
uo

assistance.

Despite the

books w~ placed so that it geographical and structural
was over the History section. strikes against them, the
Limited stock, confusing JSU bookstore on the square
displays, and poor lighting gets highest marks.
Of course, the beat idea
all comt as points against
remains: Shop around. No
3oozer Drug.
Finally, the bookstore on store worth patronizing will
the square, managed by
Frank Smith, also bas its
iros and cons. It bas the
location farthest
away
from campus, and parking
facilities are extremely
limited. There are only two
checkout lines in this store,
and lines of students ·can go
.JI the way to the back ol the
building.
The fact that
subject indicators above
shelves are perpendicular to
the walls instead of fiuab
with them makes it easy to
see subject areas from the
front or back of the store, but
difficult if standing in the
center. ~ are alao
somewhat cramped, and
student. aqueezlng between
one another is a famlU•r
sight. However, prices here
are in general lower than
any other dealer in town, and
that .la often the student's
main concern .. Selection is
alao good, and the student
stands to save a lot by taking
advantage of the wide
selection of sllgbtly Uled
books. 1be salespeople are
also friendliest,
often
recognizing student. by
name and always making
themselves available for

Price

lllltary201-m2
French 301
Ncrton Engllab Ut., 4th ed.

Boor.er
12.95
OUT

OUT
12.95
OUT
3.22
2.00

Square
12.95
14.95++
14.95++
13.96
13.95
1.95
.69

+++Where identical brands could not be found , au~
stltutiona of equal quality were made.

refuse a student the right to
check prices; in fact, the
store on the square encourages it. .
Books and items were
selected at random. In cases
when quantities per package
differed,
price
was

estimated by taking largest
available package and
performing
relevant
calculations on the prices of
lesser packages. Whenever
possible, new book prices
were used, except when not
in stock. (See footnotes)

~,
&PASTA

LUNCH BUFFET
All You Can Eat
Pizza
Pasta
&arlic Bread

I
Salad Bar
Every Tues. I Thurs. 11 till 2

$299

SPAGHETTI NIGHT
And every Tues. I Thurs. night
from 5 till 9
is our all you can eat spaghetti,
garlic bread I salad bar for $1 99
Dir The Square

++new

MARIA JANE CBIEPALICB

? ,,

By MARX MCELROY
It ill truly impressive that
a campus of Jacksonville
b'tatf>'s si1e has just as many
book sellers as the
University of Alabama-far
larger and claiming a
greater number of students.
Because of this, JSU
students have an advantage
when purdlasing textbooks,
namely, the competitive
atmosphere that should be
lmpired by the number of
dealers.
Usq five boob and two
«be!' materiala frequently
med by students as a mode
of measurement, it was
posable to determine rather
easily that, of the three
dealers, oo-e riaea to the
challenge of competition "
~ deal more than the
«be!' two.
The dealers
eumined were the oncampus boobtore, Bomer
~ . and the JSU bonkltcn
Ill the S(JUU'e.
table
clsplaying their aact prices
ii prilhd at the conclusion of
tbla article.
'lbe newly relocated oncampus bookstore, DOW in
the TMB, ia canvenient to
almost everyone, and this is
111 main advantage. Al.lo,
dearly marked shelves of
boob make it eaay to find

+badly used

Mrs. Chiepallch does not regret her
decialon to return to JSU for her twentysecond year at this institution. "I bad things
on my schedule that I was about to do," she
said, "But I guess they can wait for another
year."

By LYNN LEPINE
After having planned to retire frcm JSU's
Mathematica Department each year for the
put few, it aeema that Mra. Marla Jane
Chiepallch will have to put that move off
Wltil 1983. The Friday before claues began
this semester, Mrs. aliepallch received a
call from Dr. Horsfield, head of the Math
Department, asking her to come back and
teach for another year.
Mrs. Chiepallcb, who graduated from
Brenau and did her graduate work at the
University of Alabama, says that she is glad
to be back. ''It was beginning to feel like
school time," she said, "Things were going
on over here and I wasn't a part of them."
In the put, Mra. Cblepallch baa taught at
Lee High School in Montgomery, at Huntingdon College, and at the Montgomery
extenaion of the University of Alabama. She
bu spent only seven years of her llf,
Wl8aaociated with schools. Part of that time
included a stint in the U.S. Navy. Mrs.
aliepallch remarked. "When school baa
played such an important role in your life,
it's bard to give it uo."

43&-2291

.. . ... .

Jacbonwillt

"
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'
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Points Of View
It's all out there for you
Lynn LePine
Associate
Editor

The Po<rNanny concert, held under the stars at the
Amphitheater last Tuesday night, kicked off the 1982-83
school year In style. The band rocked an enthusiastic crowd

of around 300 from eight until midnight with an upbeat
blend of soul and funk. Those of us who attended the concert know just how great the show really was. And then
there were those of you who didn't attend ....
Now, if you had something else to do, then you have an
excuse. But there are at least 200 of you lurking about out
there who probably sat in the dorms complaining about how
bored you were. Why didn't you go to the concert? It was
free, not to mention B.Y.O.B.! It was sponsored for you by
the SGA, and it was free! What more can you ask?
The people who engineered the concert don't get any
commissions or bonuses. They get only the satisfacticn of
knowing that they turned what would have been Just
another dull Tuesday night into a real party for 300 people.
That's what makes the effort worth it to them. It's up to the
students to show how much they appreciate that effort.
Three hundred out of an enrollment of over six thousand
doesn't speak too proudly of appreciation or of student
involvement here at the Friendliest Campus in the South.

• • •

Last year, affordable entertainment was a rare commodity and naturally everyone complained that the SGA
wasn't doing its job. This year is going to be different
because this year's SGA is on the move. You'll find nothing
to complain about with the full schedule of entertaimnent
already slated for the fall. These upcoming events will be
provided free or at very little cost to the students. But no on
one's going to knock on your door offering you a complimentary piggyback ride to the next concert. It's up to
you to take advantage of these entertaimnent opportunities.
Academics do not make up the whole <i,the college ex•
perience. Events like the Poo-Nanny concert are a good
·way to meet people outside the classroom setting,
especially if you're not involved in any of the organi7.ationa
on campus. It's all out there for you this year in the form of
inexpensive, diversified entertainment. So lreak up the
class-in, class-out hum-drum and enjoy the Ex•
tracurricular. Find out what life at a university is all about.

Hinckley: who is the real criminal?
By SUSIE IRWIN
At any given moment since the signing of the Declaration
of Independence, Americans have questioned the actions of
reigning politicians and in particular those who have
domain in the criminal justice system. It seems that the
government simply can never please everyone,
But it could ple_a se one, John Hinckley, Jr.
Recently, Hinckley once again succeeded in bringing his

Jim of the Hills?
Yes, "Jim of the Hills," and why not.
For years, it was and has been the policy of the Chanticleer to publish pictures of beautiful girls who would
supposedly portray the fine female population living here
on campus. Why not portray the fine male population?
Picture a lazy afternoon, filled with golden sunshine with
a nice looking guy, under a tree displaying his romantic
personality and genuine southern charm to all who choose
to fall under his spell.
This has not been written by Gloria Steinam and certainly
not by Alan Alda, just a JSU female who . feels that the
women on campus deserve equal time.
The ERA may have been defeated. But should the girls of
JSU? Come on, girls, what's your opinion?

:Ylte

re~

The Chanticleer, established as a student newspaper at Jacksonville State in 1934, is published
each Thursday by students of the University.
Signed columns represent the opinion of the
writer while unsigned editorials represent the
opinion of the Executive Editorial Committee.
Editorials do not necessarily
reflect the policy
of the JSU administration.
Editor In Chief ................ Tim Strickland
Associate Editor ................... Susie Irwin
Associate Editor ................. . Lynn LePlne
Sports Editor .................. Alison Andrews
Secretary ...................... Pam Strickland
Feature Coor·dinator ............... Liz Howle
University Photographer ...... .opal R. Lovett
B_usiness Manager ................ Steve Foster
The Chanticleer offices are located on the bottom fJoor of Theron MontgomeryBuilding,Room
1Q2.
All correspondence should be directed to The
Chanticleer, Box 56, Jacksonville State University, Jacksonville, Alabama, 36265.

name before the people. As a result of writing to a wellknown magazine publisher and requesting an earlier
edition which contained semi-nude photographs of Jody
Foster, the actress from whom Hinckley sought recognition
by shooting the president, Mr. Hinckey is again in the
headlines.
Not only has Hinckley gained publicity for himself, but
for Playboy as well. Much mileage has been made from the
request by the magazine heads through holding press
conferences pondering the ethical and legal questions involved. Eventually, Playboy delivered a copy to the mental
hospital where Hinckley is staying to let the hospital ad-

ninistrators deal with the moral question.
The most recent word from the hospital is that they an
having difficulties deciding whether to feed the psychotic
fantasies of a patient or uphold the patient's rights to read
whatever he chooses.
Upon hearing of the ethical situations under which the
magazine and hospital are straining, many might wonder
just who the real criminals are.
Whatever the decision is, one thing is for sure, Hinckley
has already been awarded his wish to be forever joined in
history with Foster and if his luck continues, he will soon
dream of the future via air brushed visions from Playboy.

Voting is your civic duty
ByKIMRA TRAYNOR
Today I performed my
civic duty. I felt like such an
American as I walked out of
the Jacksonville Recreation
Center, having cast my
ballots for my favorite
candidates. The people
around me in lines who were
p-eparing to vote had looks
which ranged from boredom
to apathy. I, on the other
hand, was beaming with
Jride at being able to fulfill
my duty as an American
citizen.
I wonder how people
spotted me.
From the
moment I first walked into
the door, I was bombarded
. with "You are a first time
voter, aren't you dear?" It
was humiliating to be singled
rut like that. I mean I might
as well have worn a sign
around my neck. The sign
would probably have stated:
KIMRA TRAYNOR, ONLY
19 YEARS OLD, VOTING
FOR THE FIRST TIME
EVER IN HER !JFE. It was
that bad
After voting, I walked out
to my car and peered into my
dirty little rear view mirror.
I saw some wrinkles under
my eyes, and that mouth
definitely did not say
"young" to me! Yet, why
was it so apparent to all of

the veteran voters that I was
voting for the first time? I
tried to go over the experience in my mind. I had
walked into the door. So far,
so good, surely I couldn't
have given myself away at
that point. I came in the
correct door and everything,
so the revelation must have
come to them in something
else I did After walking
through the door, ( which I
did with as much flneue aa
any 40 year old veteran), I

HtS VERY DEPRESSED,
GET HIS MU{~ OFF HIS
1ROU61.E5 "'
TAlK~OUTJ

~fula
\~----

looked around in momentary
confusion. 'That must have
been it. I should have never
looked around at all. Thirty
pairs of hawk eyes caught
this look and jumped to the
correct conclusion that I was
a first time voter.
It was not all humiliation,
however. Just as I was about
to enter the voting booth, an
elderly gentleman tapped
me on the shoulder.
"You're a.. " he began.
"I know, I'm a first time

voter." I finished for bin
He nodded and smiled 1
little smile and added, "He,
don't look so down. The11
ain't anyone here wb
wouldn't trade places wil
you in a minute. Now go ·
there and do your duty."
As I closed the curtai
behind me, I thought I hear
someone whisper, "She's
first time voter." It didn
matter anymore. I smile
and cast my ballot.
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ntertainment
Pat &
Bert

: Video explained

Pat
ByPAT&BERT
It was a rainy night. The water dripping onto the
sidewalk sounded like an army of Crow Hall cockroaches.
The sowid brought visions of dorm life to our minds. To
escape such thoughts, we ducked into our usual hangout,
Rick's Mondo Video Casbah Cafe. Nothing had changed
since last Tuesday. Yeah, you could trust Rick not to improve on a dwnp.
On our way to the token machine Rick gave us his stock
line. "Of all the video joints in all the world, you guys had to
walk into mine."
"Spare us Rick. Does either of us look like Ingrid
Bergman?

Where would we start? We gazed around the room.
Easily distinguished from the crowd of regulars was an
older man, wearing a tweed jacket and smoking a pipe,
furiously scribbling notes by the dull light reflected off the
machines.
Arival colwnnist we wondered? Never above stooping to
plagiarism, we sauntered over, hoping to steal a few new
ideas for future use. By alternately feigning interest in the
games and furtively glancing at his pad, we quickly
a.'!Certained that his writing was in a foreign language.
"Looks like German, Bert."
"Ya, it is," spoke up the old man. " I've just gathered the
oonclusive data zat proves my theory of wideo analysis."
"Wideo?"
"Ya, like ze games."
"Oh, video. "
"Ya, wideo, that's what I said. Let me explain itto you ."
We followed him to a table in a quiet corner and listened
intently as the old man spilled his story.

" At ze institute, ve haf noticed zat vile cocaine use has
risen in all classes of American society, college students
are using it no more zan zey ever did."
"Easily explained," we ventured. " We're all poor."
" Nein! " he shouted, slamming his fist into the table.
" It goes much deeper zan zat. You see, you students feel
you have ze perfect escape from reality • video games.
Besides, you're too busy playing them to have time for
serious drug use. Not only zat, but every social group
gravitates to its own game. For instance, at zis school, ze
sorority girls are obsessed vis Craxy Climbers. We at ze
Institute call it " Crazy Social Climbers." Ze professers
also flock to this game. Zis vas a mustery to me until I
realized zat it symbolizes JSU's promotion system to zem.
After all, ze object is to get to ze top before being dwnped on
by ze higher ups. ZE Saga people, on ze other hand, dream
of p AC-MAN. Ze idea of being able to force students to eat
everyzing in sight is essential to zier self esteem.
" Then how come pinball still survives in ze video age ,"
we asked.
"Ach zis was very bhad to reconcile vis my theory.
Finally, I realized zat Pinball si kept alive by your
Fraternities. You zee, Pinball is a metaphor for the
mythical fraternity life. The young men playing zis game
score continuously and ring everybody's bell by zee skillful
use of balls." He paused, then continued, " Zis shall be
known in ze textbooks as Freud's Theory of Video
Analysis. "
Dumfounded, we gaped at him and stuffered, " You mean
you're" Yes, Freud. Elmer Freud, at your service."
We shook hands solemnly and said our koodbyes. We

made our way to the door, pausing to turn. up the collars of
. our trenchcoats against the damp night. Once again, a piece
of history had been made at Rick's Mondo Video Casbah
Cafe.

,.,........-

Dr. Rock
R. Stacy McCain

RADIOACTIVITY - Attention, all chili-dog-suckers :
Jack and Diane, of Tastee-Freeze fame , spend their third
week at the top of 92-J's chart . .. what did I say last week?
Joan Jett soars four spots to nwnber three this week ...
mearwhile the Go-Go's get-up-and-go must have got up and
went, as they fall elven notches to nwnber 13 this week.
AROUND TOWN- The ever - popular Eli returns to My
Brother's Bar tonight . . . coming soon to Brother's :
Knightowl, F riday ... The Gr eg Allman Band, Saturday,
Knightowl opens . .. Sept. 20th and 21st, Texas R&B with
Omar and the Howlers . . . Sept. 22, Q104 Rock Review . ..
Sept. 23rd and 24th, the Reds. . . The Red Rooster Pub
presents singalong with Ralph every Thursday night. . ..
ET CETERA-Steve Patterson is lead singer with
student - rockers the Fits, but he's still not talking ... the
Gregg Allman Band's gig at Brother's this Saturday may
not represent a break-up of the Allman Bros. Band, after
all. Sources close to the group say that, while a solo albwn
is in the works, Allman " . . . just wanted to work."

If You Have Never Been To The
Red Rooster Pub And Deli......... .
Read This:
I thought that everyone had heard a
good joke, won a game of backgammon,
got the high score on a video machine,
had a little more than their share of beer
on quarter beer night, beaten your best
friend in a game of horseshoes, or eaten
one of the best deli sandwiches you've
ever had, down at the Pub at least once.
But I guess if you are a freshman or a
transfer student, you just haven't heard
about us ... yet.
The Red Rooster was founded in 1977
and conceived from a package store in
the living room of a ~een shingle house.
Some of the craziest things have happened here; rain dances, snow parties,
costume contests, free beer, mud
wrestling, I could go on and on, but I
need to tell you about the events for the
coming semester.
First of all our weekly specials: Every
Monday night is Men's night with Monday night football. (It's about tlme!Right
Guys?) Tuesday night ls Ladles'
nigbt...50¢ beer and wine for the ladles.

Wednesdaynight at the Pub has become
an institution in the Jacksonvllle area
because of $2.00 pitchers. Thursday night
is "Premium" night. Michelob and
Lowenbrau are just 85¢ and Heinken
and Moosehead are $1.00. Friday afternoons at the Pub are going to be fun this
year. Pitchers are $1.00 starting at 4
o'clock. "What's the cat\!h?" you ask?
Well, the price increases by 75¢ every
hour, so get there early! To top off the
week, we maintain daytime prices all
night Saturday. Now you know what our
drink specials are. But that's only a part
of what the Red Rooster has to offer.
Besides having backgammon boards,
video and pinball machines and
horseshoes,avallable all the time we have
entertainment two or three nights a
week. Every Thursday night Ralph sings
your favorite song~ and even passes out
song book in case you want to sing along.
Keep an eye out for our leg contest
(men's and ladies'), our horseshoe competion, and a long-john contest(sounds in-

teresting, doesn't it!). We wlll let you
know when these events are as soon as
we confirm the dates.
If that isn't enough to get you to come
to the Pub, how about a steamed deli
sandwich containing a quarter pound of
meat (freshly sliced), with cheese, chips
and a- pickle! ! It sure beats the humdrum of a hamburger(how boring!). We
also have a buffet Monday through Friday from 11:00 to 2:00 for only $2.50 (tax
and drink included). Our deli has over a
dozen specialty sandwiches including
bagels ..... yum, yum. Stop by to see our
complete menu.
I have tried to tell you about the Pub,
but you need to experience the clean,
friendly atmosphere that only the Red
Rooster can off er.
I'm looking forward to seeing~
David Cunningham, Owner
Red Rooster Pub, Package, & Deli
P.S. Check out the prices of our beer and
wine to go. You will be glad you did.
ADVERTISEMENT
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Shaw 's art exhibit
features nostalgia

Drama program shapes-up for fall
By DENNIS SHEARS
As part of JSU's
looth birthday celebration, the drama
department will present one of Broadway's
most successful plays, "The Music Man",
which premiered in New York City in the
early 1960's.
The play takes place in a rural Iowa town
in 1912. It centers around a traveling
salesman of musical instruments.
Returning talents to the drama stage this
year include:
Shelton Brown, Angelle
Landaiche, Steve Webb, Alison Andrews,
Scott Whorton, and Bert Spence.
Stage manager for "The Music Man" is
Toby Crawford, with assistant Tracy
Faulkner.
The auditions were open to all JSU
students, and local high school and
elementary students.
The Drama Department faculty includes

department head Carlton Ward, Dr. Wayne
Claeren, and Douglas Stetz.
Ward's stage props, lights, and sound
preparations provide a realistic 1912 atmosphere for the stage setting.
Dr. Claeren's direction develops the actors and actresses into believable characters. Mr. Stetz's costume design and
preparation also enhance the show's
popularity.
Rehearsals began Tuesday night, September 7, at 7:30 p.m., and continue nightly
at the same time. The drama instructors
cordially invite any JSU students who wish
to help with back stage preparations, lights,
or props to contact either of the instructors
to discuss interests and qualifications.
The performances are scheduled for the
homecoming week of October 23-30 at 8:00
p.m. each night. Reservations will be
available at a later date.

By R. STACY MCCAIN
Marvin Shaw, assistant professor of art
and instructor in commercial design,
opened the 1982-1983 exhibition season at
Hammond Hall gallery September 7, with a
show featuring a strong theme of nostalgia.
The exhibition, which includes assemblage, photography, drawings, paintings,
watercolors and ceramics, will continue
through September 24.
Shaw, 39, a native of Childersburg, affirmed that he had purposefully sought to
"evoke a feeling of nostalgia in the viewer."
This feeling is best seen in four assemblages entitled "Contemporary Barn Door",
"Caning", "Ornate Reflections", for
example, rough-hewn lumber is juxtaposed
with parts of an antique rocking chair, an
iron stove cover and a mirror.
A nostalgic mood is also noticeable in
Shaw's photographs which feature such
subject matter as antique cars, ramshackle
farm buildings, and a biplane.
"The photographs have been pushed to
give them a grainy quality reminiscent of
older photographs,'' said Shaw.
Among the more contemporary works is a
selection of ceramic pottery. Attractively
displayed on a large piece of driftwood, the
cups, pitchers, and bowls feature a motif of
black, white orage and olive green. Shaw
commented, "I tried to keep it simple. It is
unique because of the randomly splashed
glazes.
Another interesting work is "Two Differentials Becoming One." This is actually
two separate paintings which portray a
single scene.

Interviews For Week Of September 30 - October 8th - 1982
Thursday, Sept. 30th

NCR Corporation, Huntsville, AL
U.S. Department of Foreign Service Careers
Washington, D.C.

Monday, Oct. 4th
Tuesday, Oct. 5th

Computer Science Corp. Huntsville, AL

Wednesday, Oct. 6th

Pioneer Bank, Chattanooga, TN
Till, Eddleman & Hester Accounting Firm
Birmingham,AL

Thursday, Oct. 7th

Georgia Merit System, Atlanta, GA
Birmingham Trust National Bank, Bham, AL

Sign-up sheets will be in the Placement Office, Room 107, Bibb Graves Hall.

We wrote the book
-on free delivery ...
... and it's been a best
seller for over 20 years.
The story? It begins with
your phone call and ends
at your door with a hot,
delicious pizza delivered
in 30 minutes or less.

Fast, Free Delivery
College Center
Phone: 435-8200

Domino's Pizza is critically
acclaimed as the #1
source for fast, free
delivery. Check us out.

® 198 1 Oommo s Pi zza. Inc

Hours:
11 :00 - 1:00 Sun. - Thurs.
11 :00 - 2:00 Fri. & Sat.
We use only 100% real
dairy cheese.

Our drivers carry less
than $10.00.
Limited delivery area.

September 18, 1

. ..

---

-

-·-~--,-~--~

Marvin Shaw, assistant professor of art
Jacksonville State University, and Dr
Emilie Burn, art department chairm
hang a wood assemblage in preparation f
"Marvin Shaw 1982", the first of six facul~
art exhibits scheduled for the 198
academic year. The exhibit, which open
September 7, will run through September
and can be viewed Monday through Frida
at Hammond.Jlall Gallery on Trustee Circl
from 8 a.m. until 4:30 p.m. dally and bJ
appointment by contacting Dr. Burn at 4$
9820 ex 626.

ber 11, 198Z
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iet and health problems by Andy Jones
With the recent surge in health awareness, more
ion is being given to nutrition with
is on balanced meals, vitamins and carcinogenic
purpose of this article is to show the various food
here at JSU and what to avoid. Each student has his
aweal for certain foods and each has his own habits or
for eating.
an interview with Mrs. Holder, a nurse at the infirmary
out some habits and problems. "The amounts
s are consuming are not as bad as the food comons," Mrs. Holder said. "We are prone to eat to fulfill
desires instead of our nutritional needs."
·onally sores are seen in the mouth and on the gums
malnutrition. This is not as common as it once was but
often now we see stomach aches, camps, or diarrhea
by a snack replacing a meal. A good example of this
a student skips breakfast and instead gulps a soft
on his way to class. We also see a lack of appetite
too much alcoholic intake the night before.
era! students have commented that the food is too
y at Jack Hopper dining hall. A lot of potatoes,
ti, macaroni and noodle-type casseroles are coned there. More attention needs to be placed by students
ting leafy greens and other vegetables.
previous years, lay people and even professionals
ed that black people ate differently from whites. It
said that blacks consumed "soul foods " , which are
· c foods that blacks became accustomed to eating
eliving in the South. Soul foods are items such as blackpeas, boiled greens with fatback, cornbread, sweet
toes, fried fish and chitterlings. All of this is mostly
ore and recent studies have proven it to be false. In
le language, blacks, whites or even the wealthy have
same eating habits.
two most commonly consumed meats are hamers and chicken. The reason is obvious--they're cheaper.
about vegetables? The most popular ones are corn,
toes, tomatoes, canned foods of various sorts,

macaroni and cheese, and pinto beans.
A recent study by the American Medical Association
shows us some problem areas in our diet. The average
individual, from birth to death consumes 2000 small pigs,
9000 pounds of bacon, 12,000 pounds of salt and 5,000 eggs. It
is easy to see why we have high blood pressure, high blood
cholesterol and fluid retention problems in ·our society
today.
Dr. Crawford of the infirmary has available diets for
anyone wishing to control a weight problem. A complete
medical examination will be given first to determine if any
medical problem exists. The only charge for this service
will be a blood test, which is not always given.
A few tips to help improve your nutrition include:
1. Learn what vitamins are included in the foods you eat.
2. Never eat standing up.
3. Never replace a meal with a snack.
4. If overweight, avoid starchy foods .
5. Instead of a candy bar, eat a piece of fruit.

ANNOUNCING:

The Cambridge Plan
(this 11 not • fad diet, but • Nutrition Program)

The Remarkable Weight-Loss
Breakthrough That Is Sweeping
The Country!
Come and learn how you can
start losing pounds and inches
from the very first day.

Village Inn, Jackaonville
Tuesday, Sept. 21, 7-9p.m.
FREE
NO OBLIGATIONS

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
1 Blossom

6 Faultily
1 Haphazard

3 Even
4 Silver symbol

5 Glove
material

7 Sun god
8 Heavy weight
South American mammal
1 Above, in
poetry
Early on
Hindu cymbals
Church area
Christmas
carol
Inclines
Profound

Mast
Birch trees
Macaws
War god
Three-toed
sloths
Aleutian
Island

42 Underworld
god
43 Boot-shaped
land
45 Sin
46 Conjunction
47 Proposition
49 King of
Bashan
50 Punctuation
mark
52 Fortitude
54 Chinese coin
55 Shore birds

10 Portion

12 Veal
13 Talents
16 Resorts
19 Blockheads
21 Manage
23 Wants
25 Armadillo
27 Actress
Grant
29 New Deal
agcy.
31 Talked idly
33 Gets up
34 Thailand, formerly

36 Walk leisureDOWN
.
1 Unruly children
2 Body of

water
3 Word on a
switch
4 Unusual
5 Debatable
6 Mideast title
7 Hoot, - I

8 Zeus's love
9 Emphasis

ly
37 Make suitable
39 Slender
41 Forces
onward
43 Metal
44 Belgian river
4 7 Dessert treat
48 Greek letter
51 MA's neighbor
53 Note of scale

.

This calculator thinks busine
The TI Student Business Ana
It -all means you spend less
business students have always
time calculating, and more
needed, this is it: an affordable, time learning. One keystroke
business-oriented calculator.
takes the place of many.
The Student Business Analyst.
The calculator is just part
Its built-in business formulas
let you perform complicated
finance, accounting and
statistical functions-the ones
that usually require a lot of
time and a stack of reference
books, like present and future
value calculations, amortizations and balloon payments.
If there's one thing undergrad

of the package. You also
a book that follows most
business courses: the Busi
Analyst Guidebook. Busin
professors helped us write
to help you get the most
of calculator and classr
A powerful combination.
Think business.
With the Student
Business Analyst.

TEXAS

INSTRUMENTS

September 1
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Organizations
By JANICE

THOMAS
Alpha Xi would like to thank everyone who
supported its car wash last Thursday.
"There was a very good turnout and we
really appreciated it," a member said.
Alpha Xi Delta would like to welcome

DELTA ZETA
By JANET GENTRY
The Lambda Gamma Chapter of Delta
Zeta would like to welcome new pledges:
Cheryl Barron, Cartersville, Ga.; Shelly
Bjork, Lilburn, Ga.; Kelli Bridges, Huntsville, Al.; Amy Chastain, Birmingham,
Al.; Leigh Corfman, Gadsden, Al.; Melonie
Duncam, Gadsden, Al.; Deiatra Lavender,
Birmingham, Al.; Nancy Majure, Birmingham, Al.; .Kim Fields, Northport, Al.;
Tammy Hamilton, Talladega, Al.; Charmion Lackey, · Huntsville, Al.; Lisa
McKinnley, Pleasant Grove, Al.; Monica
McMinn, Anniston, Al.; Karen Pearsale,
Fort Payne, Al.; Kim Sharp, Guntersville,
Al.; Shannon Sharp, Gadsden, Al.; Lisa

ZETA TAU ALPHA
By WENDYFEAD
Another school year has begun and the
Zeta's have once again started off with a
fantastic rush!
They are very proud of the twenty-four
young ladies who now wear the blue and
gray. They are: Kristi Allan, Birmingham;
Karen Butler, Mableton, Ga.; Nina
Cleveland, Dalton, Ga.; Laura Cornutt,
Gadsden; Melanie Cummings, LaGrange,
Ga.; Myra Currie, Birmingham; Donna
Fuller, Birmingham; Jan Gentle, Birmingham; Emily Hardegree, Sylacauga;
Lisa Hodge, Anniston; Kathy Kelley,
Glencoe; Shena Kinney, Boaz; Kelly
Lawrence, Eufaula; Carol Lewis, Gadsden;
Toni Lynch, Ohatchee; Darla Martin,
Moultrie, Ga.; Diane Massey, Birmingham;
Pam Ragan, Stone Mt., Ga.; Karen Ramsey, Marietta, Ga.; Susie Reiner, Bir-

Jimmy Crump as a new Big Brother. And
we congratulate Debbi Byrem on winning
first alternate in Jackson County's Miss
Farm Bureau Pageant, and Lisa Copeland
on being named head of ROTC Sponsors.
An Ice Cream Social for Alpha Xi and the
sisters of Phi Mu will be held Wednesday
Sept. 15 at the Alpha Xi hall.
Congratulations to all of the fraternities
on their fall Rush.

Smith, Athens, Al.; Lisa Stafford, Birmingham, Al.; Tara Thompson, Albertville,
Al.; Kristi Wooten, Gordo, Al.; Sheri
Williams, Mountain Brook, Al.; Erin
Claridy, and Dawn Claridy, Plantation,
Fla.; Angie Bell, Rising Fawn, Ga.; Kim
Summervill, Marietta, and Denise Lewis;
Huntsville, Al.
Sorority Sister Donna Barber has announced her engagement. We are all so
excited for you.
Also we would like to say thanks to our
CCD, Denise McCullars, our faculty advisor, Debbie Bishop, and our PCD, Sandi
Nesbitt for their hard work, support and
devotion during rush week.

mingham; Anna Stri~kland, Anniston;
Jayna Sullivan, Birmingham; Sharon
Terry, Decatur; and Penny Turner,
Talladega. We also pledged five new girls at
the end of spring semester-carla Bacon,
Cllilderswrg; Donna Frazier, Orlando,
F1a.; Phyllis Meads, Saks; Jill Peoples,
Birmingham; and Jan Shears, Anniston.
The sorority also welcomes Deborah Adams
from Georgia State University in Atlanta.
The Zeta Psi chapter of Zeta Tau Alpha
here at JSU was presented the National
Merit Award by Zl'A National Council this
past June at National Convention in St.
Louis, Mo. The Merit Award is given to the
chapter which has maintained and
sustained excellent officer and campus
leadership, scholastic achievement, chapter
attitude and cooperation over a period of
years.

J AC~ON✓ ILLE
8 TATE
BANI\.._,
MEMBER

FDIC

PHIMU
By CYNTHIA BROWN
Happy tooth JSU !
The sisters of the Kappa Sigma Chapter of
the Phi Mu Fraternity wish everyone at JSU
a very happy fall semester. We had an
unbelievably GREAT rush and we'd like for
everyone to know that we're excited about
our new pledges and the upcoming new
year.
Our new Phis are: Judi Bates, Eva;
Tammy Brad Shaw, Grant; Lisa Coble,
Sylacauga; Carrie Chandler, Grant;
Tammie Deese, Carrollton, Ga.; Sonya

SIGMA NU REPORT
By JOHN VALDES JR.
The brothers of Iota Lamda Chapter of
Sigma Nu welcomes everyone back to
campus. In returning, students have made
what was a ghost town in the summer
become a thriving little town with lots of
celebration in store for the fall.
The brothers thank everybody who came
by during Rush Week. "We are really
looking forward to a great pledge class this
semester. If you didn't have a chance to go
through Rush, you still have a chance to
participate in Wildcat Rush coming up soon,

Downey, Gadsden; Susan Fair,
Kelly Flowers, Hueytown; Mary
Albertville; Trisha Grizzard, Oxford;
Hefferly, Birmingham; Sherry Ho
Birmingham; Kim Hughston, Talla
Tray Killian, Rossville, Ga.; Lucie Lo
Bremen, Ga.; Amy Kraut, Birmin
Kim Moore, Riverdale, Ga.; Gre
Powers, Opelika; Kim Stubblefield,
mingham; Dawn Sweatman, Trion,
Sherri Talley, Scottsboro; Karen Vi
Oxford; Amy Wallace, Hartselle;
Wolff, Port St. Lucie, Fla. Welcome
sisterhood, girls!

so keep in touch with the IFC for m
formation," a spokesman said.
In sports, the Nu's are looking gr
football practice and are looking forw
a great season. With the starting ~
consisting of mostly returning playe~
feel we will be in contention for the I.M.
this fall.
The Gamecocks will be playing
weekend in Huntsville against Ala
A&M and we wish them the best of
because we know they will be the
champs again. Let's help support the
by going to some of the away games.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , Phi Beta
Dean Maloney to talk Lambda mee
There will be

with pre-law students

~;:~~!!

Dean Mike Maloney, Director of Admissions of the
Mississiwi College School of Law, will be on the JSU
campus on Wednesday, September 22, 1982. He will address
the Constitutimal Law class at 10:00 (Room 331 Martin)
which will be open to interested students, as well as
members of the class. He will also be available to counsel
ire-law students in the conference room, 1.36 Martin Hall,
from 11:00 -12:00 and 1:30 -2:30. All students interested in
attending law school next year are invited to talk with Dean
Maloney while he is on campus.

Hall. It is open to
major
·

Alpha Phi Alpha presents
the 3rd annual Miss Black
and Gold Pageant. Any

AAA invites members
The Afro American Association invites you to become a
member of this organization which fosters cultural and
educational development for all Afro Americans and their
friends at Jacksonville State University.
Assuming that you are interested in cultural and
educational growth and develo1XI1ent, we look forward to
seeing you at our meeting on September 14 at 7 :30 p.m., 4th
F1oor, Theron Montgomery Building.

·Home Owned & Operated

young ladies interested can
pick up applications in room
110 Crow Hall or give their
name and address to any
Alpha Phi Alpha brother.

There will be a
Monday, Sept. 20, on
floor of the Theron
tgomery Building at
p.m.

Dr. F elgar to speak to writ
Dr.
Robert
Felgar,
professor of English at JSU,
will speak to the Writers
Club on Wednesday, Sept. 22,
at 5 p.m., in Room 231 in the
Performing Arts Building.
The topic of discussion will

be concerns of the
writing a book. Dr.
will draw from
personal experien
discuss
the
preparations invol
publishing a book.

DRIVE IN WINDOW: OPiN 8:30AM • 4PM, M-Tli,
FRI. TILL 6PM

Student Accounting Association meets

LOBBY 9AM • 2PM, M-TH, FRI. 9AM · 2PM & 4PM · 6PM

The Student Accounting Association held its first meeting
of the fall semester September 1st. The turnout was great,
but if you aren't a member you need to join now. The club is
open to both accounting majors and minors and dues are
ooly $5.00 per semester. The next regular meeting will be
Wednesday, September 15th at 3:00 P.M. in Room 101
Merrill Building.
At the end of September, the Coosa Valley Chapter of the
National Association of Accountants will hold a drawing for
FIVE FREE NAA STUDENT MEMBERSHIPS, a $15.00
value, from the names of members with their dues paid as

Main Office, 817 S. Pelham Rd, Jacksonville

435-7894
107 Main, Weaver

820-3500

-

2 Public Sq., J'ville

of September 29. PI:eliminary plans have been made
Annual Awards Banquet in November. The Banqu
night of fellowship and recognition for students, f
and alumni.
We need your help and support to make this club
it has ever been. You, as a member, reap all the
potential job contacts, resume activities, student
parties, and much more! We have much to offer-jo
our next meeting and watch the bulletin boards f
nouncements.
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The Sportspage
Fans should look forward to exciting season

Coaches look on as Gamecocks
ready themselves for season's
opener _S aturday night.
(Photo by Mike

Robena)

Jacksonville State University could surprise football fans
in the Gulf South Conference with its ability to move the ball
on the ground in 1982.
The Gamecocks again will be led by 5-5 tailback Reginald
Goodloe. Goodloe gained 811 yards and scored 5 touchdowns last fall.
Help is expected from Steve Hill, Elvis Barrett, Walter
Broughtm and several standout signees. Hill and Barrett
have the size and speed to boost the running attack while
Broughton should be ready to utilize his 9.5 sprinter speed.
Broughton, the fastest player on the team, showed signs of
lreaking the long gainer in spring drills.
Jax State's offensive line, which has played together two
years, has the experience, talent and size to knock the holes
needed to spring Goodloe and Co.
A lot of teams have helped the Gamecocks' running attack with a defense stacked in favor of stopping the pass in
recent years. This could be a mistake in 1982.
In passing, Jacksonville State, with Ed Lett leading the
way, has troken almost every Gulf South Conference
passing record the past three years and Coach Jim Fuller
plans no major offensive changes.
Lett will have excellent targets at tight end, wide receiver
and out of the backfield.
On the outside speedsters Joe Hartsfield, Eugene
Roberts, Darry Evans and Anthony Bush caught a combined 60 passes for over 1300 yards last year. Reginald
Goodloe and Walter Broughton are fine targets out of the
backfield.
A big burly offensive line should give Lett all the time he
needs to operate the Gamecocks' potent attack.
Jacksonville State's offensive line, which averages 241
pounds from tackle to tackle, is a talented, experienced and
aggressive group.
Things haven't always been this way, however. Two
years back, the Gamecocks' offensive line had five freshmen starters. Jax State will start four juniors and one
senicr this fall.
At tackle, Wayne Pickett (250) has started almost every
game. At guard, Chris Ray (233) and Roger Loveridge
(235) have started 15 games each while Jeff Miller (237)
started every game at center last fall.
Tight ends Rusty Fuller and Tooy Davis are alao fine
blockers. Fuller is 6-1, 214 while Davis is 6-5, m.
Jax State will miss the blocking of fullback Harris
Montgomery and tackle Andy Moore, but spring training
results indicated several youngsters r~dy to play in the
Gulf South Conference.

Guards Barrett Lloyd and G a r y ~ and
Richard Davis are three who should be ready.
Simon Shephard, who made Little All-America in 1
and Randy Lagod, a heady and aggressive player, form
of the top linebacker duos in the Gulf South Conference.
Shephard, who has the speed and quickness to play
pass as well as the run, had 81 tackles and 56 assists
year while Lagod had 38 tackles and 54 assists.
Depth, which has been a i;roblem the past three y
will be p-ovided by Hal Johnson, a transfer from Au
Troy Sanders, a sophomore and Benny Blair, a junioc.
Johnson and Blair are strong against the run
Sanders is a promising youngster with talents.
Jacksonville State will start two juniors and two se
in the secondary this fall with two other seniors expe
play key roles.
Junicrs Ralph Battle and Quintin Stevenson will
the two safety positions for the Gamecocks. Battle is
the p-emier players in the conference while Stevenson
two-year starter. Ou-is Pepper, who started several g
last year while Battle was sidelined with a shoulder in
will share playing time along with another senior, Lo
Robinson.
Seniors Olarles Harris and Kemy Stokes, who helped
Gamecocks rank second in scoring defense last year,
fine athletes who play the pass and run with equal su
Stokes had 44 tackles and 25 assists last year while
had 3 interceptions. Steve Walker, one of the f
youngsters on the team, is expected to provide depth
with Freddie McCrimon.
Noseguard Alvin Wright (260), tackle Ted Watson (
and ends Mark Hampton (205), Wayne Williams (220)
Pete Hatcher (200) give the Gamecocks the makinp w
outstanding defensive line for 1982.
Wright, who was voted the top defensive player in
Gulf South Conference last year, and Watson, one of
most consistent players in Gamecock history, make a
look up the middle against the run. Watson and W
have the si7.e, quickness, experience, and strength to
life tough for any offensive lineman.
Jax State will miss the play of Frank O'Dell and
Riley at defensive tackle, wt hopefully youngsters
George Davenport (279) and Olarles Agee (230) will
along to provide depth.
Williams and Hatcher, who drop off to play linebac
times, are dependable at one end while Hampton had 11
plays on the other side in 1981, the most on the club.

Classifieds
10 spd. motobecan.

can Mark 435-4891.
++++

Drills suffer because of injuries
By LAURA L ALBIUGIIT

Can JSU hope for another Gulf South
Conference title? How abou.t the natiooal
title which has eluded them for four of the
put five years? Anything ii poalble If the
13 inj1red Gamecocu are able to dr•s out
and play in the September 18 NUJn opener.
'lbe two players eliciting the great.est
amomt of concern from both the fans and
the coaching staff are Ed Lett (quarterback) and Rusty Fuller (tight end). Lett
suffered a stress fracture of the knee before
fall practices began and Fuller's elbow was
lroken in a full-contact practice on August
'Zl. Whether or not these players will be able
to participate in the aeuon opener remains
a m~ry. Head Coach Jim Fuller commented that, "We have to wcrk as though
those two will not be with ua when we open
against Alabama A & M Sept. 18, but we're
hoping that woo't be the case."

·O.tbera on the injured list who may or
may not dress out for the opening game are
Ralph Battle, Simon Slephard and Bermy
Blair ( shoulder injuries), Barrett Uoyd,
Eugene Roberta, Randy Lagod and Quil
Ray (knee injuries), Kenny Stokes and
Anthooy Bush (muacle injuries), Alvin
Wright (neck injury) and Cuia Hobbs
(lower lw.!k problems}.
The coachina staff ezpects all of the

players to be back in top condition by mid-or
late-September, and most of them in time
for the season opener.

(Editor's Note: All of the above-named
playen will be playing on Sept. 18 except
Kuty Fuller ud Jon Barefield. We would
like to urge these two a speedy recovery ID
hopes that they'll play later tbia aeuon. AA)

JACKS(lillVUJ.ES'l'ATEUNIVERSITY

DATE

September 18
September 25
Octrober2
October9
Octoberl&
October23
October30
November&
November13
November 20

Delivery driver wan
or over. See Neal
Paaquales Piua betw
and 5 p.m.

FALL 1982 FOOTBALL SCHEDUIE
OPPONENT

ALABAMAA&M
LmERTY BAPTIST COLLEGE
LIVINGSTON UNIVERSITY
MISSISSIPPI COUEGE
VALDOSTA STATE COIJ.EGE
UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE AT CHATTANOOGA
DELTA STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF TENNF.SSEE AT MARTIN
TROY STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH ALABAMA

Sll'E-TIME
A 7:30
A 7:30
A 7:30
H 7:00
H 7:00
H 7:00
H 2:00(HC)
A 7:30
H 7:00
H 2:00

I390 AM
IOO.S FM

Stereo
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heerleaders
mong best
•
•
n nation
ByJEFFBUl'LER
August 16, the JSU cheerleaders
led to Virginia Tech. University to
the next four days at the Uni 1Cheerleaders Association College
a hard week of work, including a full
of filming for "Real People," tht
leaders came home with a third place
y In cheer competition. 'Ibis is quite an
lishment, especially since there
only four Division Il schools at the
. Division I schools that we competed
Include Ohio State, Michigan State,
State, Kentucky, am Vanderbilt.
nty-three squads aUerxied the camp.
, the Gamecock mascot, also did
In the competition, tringing home two

STATE
U IVERSITY

blue ribbons and a spirit stick for the week.
Cocky is sponsored by the OOA, and will be
portrayed this year by Ricky LW1dy.
The JSU cheerleaders would like to thank
Dr. Montgomery,Mr. Jerry Cole,Coach Jim
Fuller, the SGA, Barna Beverage, Lang's
Sporting Goods, and Barna Sporting Goods.
"Without the support of these people, we
could not function. Special thanks are extended to Coach Steve Baily for driving us to
the camp."
'lbe cheerleaders would like to encourage
everyone to support the 1982 Gamecocks in
their bid for another GSC championahlp as
well as their first national title. CATCH

THAT SPIRIT!

82 Gamecock Pep Rally Schedule

JSU Cheerleaders
The Jacksonville State Unlveralty Columbiana, Mark Puckett of Cedartown,
Cheerleaden are, left to right, Jeff Butler of Jan Shean of Annllton, Antonio Delaine of
Birmingham, Linda Van Cleave of Cuba, Vickie Rogers of Sab, Marc Cantrell
Jacksonville, Stacey Crowder of Marietta, of Ouattanooga, and Cheri Nelaon of
Carrie Klonowu:I of H11111lv0le, Cbud Flu Decatur.
of Muakepn, Mich., Kim Leeper of

Lady Gamecocks loaded with talent

Domino delivery car stuff

. 31st Livingston

Spirit Competition
Skit Competition

pep rallies will be held at Paul Snow Stadium with the
·on of Homecoming, which will be announced at a
date. All rallies will start at 7:30 p.m. Points will be
ed to the winners each week of the competitions and
last rally a trophy will be given to the overall winner.

organized group on campus recognized by JSU is

ble to compete. The decisions of the judges are final.
week's pep rally will involve spirit competition. For

ooe, the entire group or organizatin may participate.
group shall perform one chant of game material.
may be used. Groups will be judged on spirit, noise,
excitement throughout the pep rally.
luck in the competitions !

les for Domino's Pizza car stuff
· ation must be made in advance.
'lbere must be 15 people to constitute a team and you can
register until a list is irovided with student I .D. number
a phone nwnber for a contact person.
ust be 18 years of age.
You have 60 seconds in which to fill the car and close all
s. All windows must be rolled up.
Car can be entered through any door.
Must have someone on your team to close the doors.
have a valid student I.D.
for any reason after 60 seconds all three doors are not
group will be disqualifled.
lncaseof a tie, group with the lowest time wins, if times
the same the prize will be split.
Each person must sign a release liability form from
and JSU.
No one will be allowed to wear glasses, shoes or jewelry.
Referees will be appointed to each group.
Registration can be made in the SGA Office.
'lbese rules will be enforced.
Prir.es are as follows:
First Place -15 large two item pizzas and a $50.00 party

By SIMONE DUPREE
The Lady Gamecocks kicked off the 198283 volleyball season last night against
Montevallo's Lady Falcons, and along with
the team's returning players, there were a
few new faces dressed out in red and white.
Coach Janice Creel did her homework
over the summer and recruited players
from as far away as Panama and as close as
Alexandria. "They are a bunch of hardworking girls," said Coach Creel of the new
players. "Being new to the J .S.U. system
and learning the different offenses and
defenses of the Lady Gamecocks takes time
but the new group of girls seem to learn very
quickly. This year's recruits seem eager to
start their careers as Lady Gameoccks,"
according to Creel.
Donna Oden, a freshman from Alabaster,
Alabama, shows good prospects for the
team. "Donna seems to be all over the
place," joked Coach Creel. Donna, who
made the All-Tournament and All-County
teams during her senior year at Thompson
High School, feels that the Lady Gamecocks
can go " all the way" and she plans to
contribute her best to help the team achieve
a winning season.
Melissa Twigg, a sophomore from
Alexandria, missed the competition of
volleyball and the "thrill of the fight" during
her freshman year at J.S.U .. This fall she
decided to try out for the Lady Gamecocks.
"Melissa is a quick learner and will

definitely be an asset to the team this year,"
Coach Creel commented During her senior
year at Alexandria, Melissa made the AllArea and the All-CoWlty teams. Her personal goal is to be able to break into the
starting lineup by mid-season or by the end
of the year. She also feels that the team has
the talent to make it to the 1982 National
Tournament.
Another local girl, Robyn Boozer of
Alexandria, decided to follow in her parents'
footsteps and come to J .S.U. Robyn appreciates the fact that Coach Creel does give
local players the chance to try out for the
women's volleyball team instead of always
looking elsewhere for talent. Coach Creel
feels that Robyn has improved these past
few weeks and has really taken to the J .S.U.
system of volleyball. Robyn's personal goal
is to improve her all around game this year.
" The people here are very friendly," said
Lupe Manning, a smiling sophomore from
Panama. That was one of the reasons Lupe
decided to attend J .S. U. After talking to a
few friends from last years volleyball team,
Lupe decided to try-out for the Lady
Gamecocks. "She has learned through her
own efforts and has plenty of natural
talent," Coach Creel said. Lupe's goal this
season is to improve her game so that she
can add a positive element to the team.
The Lady Gamecocks next home game
will be on September 'rl against Huntingdon
College.

more Information contact Jeff Butler through the SGA

ted to the Ftnt 15 groups to register.

The first annual City of
Champions Bodybuilding
Classic will be held in
Gadsden Sept. 18 at Elliott
Community Center.
The four classifications for
the contest are: Teenage,
Open, Novice and Mr.
Gadsden - Metro. To enter
the Novice class, the contestant must not have placed
1st or 2nd in a previous
junior or open contest. The
first and second finishers in
the
open
class
will
automatically qualify for
national competition.
Pre-judging will be set at
10 a.m. on Sept. 18. The
evening show will start
prompUy at 7 p.m. At 4 p.m.,
John and Pam MeisterPowers will conduct a
seminar for the price of $10.
Tickets are $5. For further
details, call Buddy McKee at
(205) 492-7441.
Our-"

PREPARE FOR:

t!~~·

MCAT • DAT• LSAT • GRE
GMAT • OCAT • VAT • SAT
NMB
ECFMG• FLEX• VQE

I,n,m,

NATL DENTAL BOARDS
NURSING BOARDS
Flexible Program, 6 Hours
W'hn• I I • •tffnneuttt
from

s97so
Includes :

Second Place - 6 large two item pizzas and adequate
Third P!ace- 3 large plu.aa (two item) and adequate

Body builders
to compete

20 ½ East 12th Street
Anniston, Alabama 36201
205-136-3597
Licensed by T he Alabama State D epa r tmen t of E duca tion

MASCOT
TNSIDE TNITIALS
A CHTEVEMENT SIDE
BIRTHSTO NE COi.OR
/

.

(0 -~

,

l ~:
CENTER

Tut Prepanitlon Specl1ll1b Slnct 1938

For Information Please Call:
(205) t3t-011J
2130 NIGMLAND AYINUI
IIIMINGIIAM, AI.AIAMA
Centf'fs In Major US Cit ..,

loronto. Pu«rto l 'co aM Lu1ano, Sw1 U1rillMI

· * AEROBICS *
.*

Regularly Scheduled Aerobic Dance
Classes For ladies'

* The .Most Modern Nautilous Exercise Equipment
* Sauna • Exercise Bicycles - Abdominal Boards
* Dressing looms - Showers • loclcers
Men & Women
EXPANDING TO SUIT YOUR .NEEDS . ..

A Complete Program For
Men - Women

* Now offers the finest, best equipped olympic training
room for the body ·builder and the
serious athlete.

ala

11-9, Mon. - Thurs. 11-6 Fri. & Sat.

•

28 Public Square
Phone 435-6871

Mon. · Thurs. 11-9, Fri.

&

Sat. 11-6

'NAUTILUS
HEALTH CLUB

28 Public Square, Jacksonville
435-6830

435.9997

CALL FOR MORE INFORMATIO
Happy Hour
4 - 7 Dally

open Dally
At 3:00p.m.

*SPECIALS*

Hwy. 21 south,
· Jacksonville

r

•Tuesday - Tequila - s1.5o
Wed. Ladles' Night - 8 - 9
Thursday - 3 for 1 - s - 9 ·

*

*

we Book Partle
435-5734

